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RUBY
The Rubyfruit Readher is a 
lesbian commanique pub
lished monthly by a small 
collective. Not all of us 
necessarily agree with 
jeverything that is printed 
but we taike responsibility 
for choosing-to print 
[whatever appears in Ruby.
IWe are an open collective 
and welcome new members—  
call ^26-DYKE for meeting 
times•

CONTRIBUTIONS 
We always need contribu
tions, both graphics and 
written materials, Graphics 
must be black ink on white 
paper and be either 3 or 6” 
wide. Written materials must 
have a signature, phone, & 
address, altho a psendomyn 
will be printed by request.
We tend to give preferrence 
to materials submitted by 
Santa Cruz County lesbians altho we also appreciate ar
ticles that concern out-of- 
town events. SctA 
DISTRIBUTION POINTS 
Pick up Ruby at the following 
places and put yr 35  ̂ in the • 
donation cam SC Women's ' -. V 
Health Collective, Mother 
Right Bookstore & You've Got’- 
Me Flying Kite Shop; also, 
on sale at Bookshop Santa • - 
Cruz. Please send us yr $. if 
you get Ruby ati Phyl's, Dra
gon Moon, Plaza Books, Cym- 
baline or Felton Co-op.

RAPSAPOLOGIES-LAST ISSUE 
l)for illegible numbers on 
the crossword puzzle,2)for in
advertently mis-printing the 
phone # in the Dyke Sports ad. 
The correct # is ^23-^396. 3) 
for offending some of our gay 
brothers by not mentioning 
their valuable participation 
in Gay Pride Week, "Dyke Tac
tics and Gay Pride" was simply about how the events affected 
lesbians, and was not trying to imply men weren't there, 
WORKERS THIS ISSUE 
Brenda, Catherine, Charlotte, 
Clytia, Kater.
RUBYFRUIT READHER 
Box 2386, Santa Cruz, 95063 
^26-DYKE, If any lesbian can't 
afford 35^t then Ruby is free.

DYKE SPORTSm^ervttSaturaav at^ii am 
arfield4.Park (off Almar
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3^ ^ ^ '   ̂ toom;>n*g martial art
by brenda

The are many reasons why women choose "to practice a martial art, or choose one martial art instead of others. The most^ 
obvious and immediate reason for *any martial art practice is 
self-defense and general physical fitness; beyond that, the 
choice of style is up to each person.
I started learning joshi judo about a year and a half ago, 
because I wanted to learn a martial art from a woman tea^. 
cher, and practice with only 
women, Joshi judo is a women's 
martial ert, developed from 
judo for women's bodies and 
women's minds. What I'd like 
to do here is give some basic
history and describe some ^
basic forms of joshi judo 
as I understand them, and ^through that description hopefully will be madcH:;iear why I 
continue to practice it, and its value to me as a form.
To begin with, judo was formed from the deadly fighting arts 
of jujitsu and the samauri, and was formalized into a separ
ate martial art in 1882 by Dr, Jigoro Kano, in Japan. Dr. Ka-„ •* _______ 1- _L .__ mmno's idea was to develop a martial art that was not instantly
deadly, or maiming, so that it could be practiced without 
hurting one's partner, but would still be effective. So he 
developed judo, "the gentle way".
Then in the 1930's, one of Dr. Kano's students, Keiko.Fukuda, 
took the principles and forms of judo and began joshi (women's) 
judo. The difference as she saw it was that judo, at that 
time, was still being practiced as a male-identified fighting 
art, perhaps more gentle than its predecessors, but stilly 
with a male spirit, competition and "winning" being very im
portant.
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4 jw io  • • •Joshi judo, on the other hand, has developed into an art where the important ideas are grace, speed, and accuracy, 
practiced with a gentle and loving spirit. The two mottoes 
of ioshi judo are "maximum efficiency and mutual welfare and^enefit". Joshi judo is non-aggressive in the sense that 
if you went out and picked a fight with someone you would not 
be us in? joshi judo; however, if someone were unfortunate - e L u l h ^ o  aliack a joshi judoka, he would be gently but firm
ly shown that violent and destructive energy is ultimately 
only harmful to himself. Thejoshi judoka does not attack» 
she strives to maintain the balance of the universe within 
herself, and gently shows others when they have stepped out
side of that balance. This is the spirit of ¿oshi 3*jdo; this 
is the attitude we try to maintain throughout all of our
practice.
If these ideas sound a little 
abstract, think about them in 
terms of yourself as a woman» 
you have a right to your space 
(physical, mental, psychic..•), 
you have a right to express who 
you are, and you have a right 
to not have your rights invaded 
or intruded upon by anyone.

The idea of practicing a martial art with other women and
not with men has been and continues to be a +troversial subject. Some women who practice martial arts that 
include men say that practicing with men gives them less fear 
of actually being able to deal with a male attacker on the sheets. îK I agree that this is a valid method for some 
women to practice, and while I respect that choice, for me 
in my practice it*s not essential that I deal directly with
male energy.
It seems to me that male energy abounds in our society a^-  
wav and the best self-defense I can have against its intrus 
ion*into my life is to learn how to use my innate woman-



energy to its fullest; to re-introduce the female principle 5 
into the world, and to gently but firmly affirm its right, 
and therefore my right, to exist»
Judo practice is a place where I can express who I truly am, 
It*s really wonderful to watch my own progress and the pro
gress of other women as we strengthen our bodies and learn 
how to move, learn how to assert ourselves, both on and off 
the mat. Learn how to not be intruded upon by unwanted energy, 
by simply not being available to it. There can be no attack 
without a victim— if women are unwilling to accept the role 
of victim, then aggressive energy has no opening to get in, 
cannot hurt us, can only hurt the sender of that energy.
If you are interested in taking a beginning joshi judo class, 
call Kathy Quinn at for dates, .times, and places.

THE NATURE of SELF DEFENSfe ©
The 
(at
means a
and pov/er0 It means getting 
in touch with your concept of 
"self". This means getting in 
touch with your will, your de
sires and purpose in life.
In essence this means becoming 
aware of those essential 
forces which make you unique. 
Self-defense means creating 
and maintaining those ve- 
hicles (mind and body) which 
exercise your will or unique
ness, It means finding those 
paths which will allow you 
to actualize your potential.
It means giving up the "lux
ury" of being weak (mentally, 
physically or spiritually) 
and exchanging it for a more

realm of self-defense fruitful one— accountability,
least within my perspectiv^It means loving yourself so 

redefining of strength that you will have more to
offer others without slight
ing or compromising yourself. 
It means centering and takingcontrol. -----
It means radiating a posture of confidence, competence, balance and agility; a 
posture of pure positive energy.
Self-defense is any wholistic healing process.
It is also any form of preparation.
Because we, as women, have 
had a major eclipse in our 
physical powers we have to 
start to rediscover and re
construct them. To be liber-



5 defend .. .
ated from our most basic ter
ritory, our bodies, is to have 
touched the morningstar of 
our liberation as a sex, as 
a culture.H^py Renaissancel 

— Kathy L. Quinn

Womyn Aware:
The three men who have been 
abducting and raping womyn 
have been caught! But keep 
alertiJ Summer means extra 
hassles. Watch out for your
self and your sisters.
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Need 1 or 2 women to share a 
Ig, bedroom, by Aug or Sept, 
in a lesbian-feminist collec
tive. If interested, call 
4-25-87^8, Emily or Janis. 

©Rent negotiable.

1,23 PEARL ALLEY 
SANTA CRUZ 
426-HIGH

BEHIND WOOLWORTHS



JAIL BUST by Gampion
I pushed, "the hutlion, picked up *the intercom and spoke into 
the mouthpiece. Attempting nonchalance, I held my Lorenz 
book, loosely opened, in my none-too-steady hand and leaned 
against the crumbling cement wall that stretched through 
the bars to an unmarked, firmly closed door.
At six o'clock in the morning, I had found myself in the bi
zarre position of being put on hold in the cell entrance of 
the Santa Cruz County Jail. What absurdity had lead to this? 
What was I doing, two days after Christmas, surrendering my
self to the mystery of justice?
I felt like Dreyfus, the falsely accused Jewish Legionnaire, 
as he time and again cried out, "I*m innocent, I'm inno
cent." However, he was being tried for treason, I was try
ing to clear up a $3 non-registration ticket dating two years 
prior on a car that belonged to a friend. What a noble cause!
These things flashed through my mind as the gaunt matron fi
nally opened the double-locked gate and escorted me into the 
elevator leadiiOg up to the main office. As we rode up, I had 
no time to speculate on what I would find, I was busy hand
ling the first shock wave of depersonalization— the handing 
over of personal possessions. From the moment I stepped into 
the holding cell from the elevator, I began to experience the 
nightmarish disbelief that was to follow me through the rest 
of the day.
Within the confines of the law's cage there no longer is an 
"I"— only a "They", "They" of the swift, frisking hands deftly 
and impersonally canvasirg strained muscles beneath one's 
clothing looking for concealed weapons. "They" with penetra
ting, non-seeing eyes staring at my stripped-down body. My 
eyes were aching with astonishment as I tried to convince 
myself that the degrading procedure of peeling off my layers 
of humanness was justified. What was my crime that I was to 
be humiliated in such a way and not be able to use my once- 
free-voice to protest. I
I was booked, given prison clothing and locked behind two ' 
heavy metal doors in the Women's Quarters. Again, "They" — ^ ,



8 duiítr • >.  ̂ J • n ■served "waiting" on a timeless tray, along with the had 3oke of doushv-white-pseudo-peanuthutter sandwiches, sngary Kool- 
aid and coffee that was indistinguishable from the rusty 
water that came out of the push button faucets.
My cell mates surprised me. As I entered the room they only 
casually glanced in my direction, careful not to sudden movements towards the briefly opened door. I don t 
know what I had expected, but it certainly wasn't to see a 
vouns sirl ironing and another writing ephemeral graffiti on 
a blackboard attached to the wall. I had asked for ,
and it had been returned to me. I had fully intended to spend 
the time being invisible--curling upobserving yet staying detached. But what happened thatI s t ^ t ^  t h b e c o L  part of the tangible paranoia that had 
been building through the ordeal of incarceration. first •paragraph of my book over and over again, unable to^ 
absorb^or concentrate on the words about the beauty of ani
mals. Animals were on the "o^'tside'\and_the oray thing^a^ 
really mattered was what was happening in that small dint>y,
totally isolated room. •I tried desparately to maintain my sense of self. How 
they possibly touch my inner-most source of stre^th, the
knowledge of who I was to myself , my fami y „.iit happened. I blended into their vision of prisoner . 1  was 
no different than the two women before me— one, a four-time 
heroin victim and the other, an accused murderer. There is a 
status within prison, but essentially you are ^^1 the s^e. 
Traffic ticket or murder-one, the s ^ e  help
ness, guilt and fear become the dominant forces in the
ender's" life.
I knew for certain that I had no control over my situation. 
The threat of lengthy incarceration brought me to the brink 
of loss of reason and I felt the deep frustration of loss of 
powei-— the .power necessary to generate a free and confident
- iirit.' '

In the park surrounded by womyn .I feel a magic, endless circle of protection(



On Saturday, June atMotherRight, sever^ yioinyn 
had gathered to discuss look- 
ism, fat liheratj^n, facial 
hair, physical d/isahilities, 
etc. in a workshop on "body 
images. I came with no ap
parent expectation of what i 
was to gain hy it...Well, my consciousness was raised 
several degrees, as it had 
never dawned on me before to

i would feel ashamed and em
barrassed for anyone who was 
fat, as though it was an ab
ominable way to be, and an insult in being depicted as 
such."
At times, i have been ob
sessed with becoming "over
weight” , as i am afraid that 
if my belly protrudes notice
ably, i will be "unattractive", 
and people will not want tonever uawiieu uii me w  ana. peopxe wixj. uu w

accept ̂ at people, for instance^g^ggQQia.te themselves with me, 
in my world view, as among j a.m surely not as superfi-those ¿roups who were oppressed.^^^^^ that in my thinking,
I had up until this experience  ̂have bedn conditioned,

or have been conditioning
myself to react to the idea
that '‘attractiveness" is 
bound up with a certain body 
imager,~-no--doubt ̂a_ reflection

__ up unxiJ. xniB experie
barred such a concern from my 
life.
I learned a rather interest- 
ing point about "actuarialtables" for weight# These ta- 3.niager,~-4io--aouuj<-a uxw**
bles were conceived by-men who male i d e a * p r e c u r -
have "certain" ideas as to sors of norms have taught us,
what is "healthy", which is essence, to be-perpetually
of course determined by,what _ dissatisfied with ourselves, 
they consider to be "attrac— ^ - v o to nnp "Tat womon
tive". Where else would they 
come up with the criteria for 
these weight norms?
I also learned that some fat 
people want to be accepted

For example, one fat womon 
reported in the group that she was never satisfied'with 
her weight, even when she was 
skinny. She, and other sisters 
in a similar position, have

weight .attlea - - ^ . « i t h ^ ^ i n -
and allI I had previous to 
this workshop always sought 
to find euphemisms for "fat" 
when i would attempt, for 
example, to describe some
one to^omebody else, because

taining on one diet or ano
ther, never quite satisfying 
the goals they had set for 
themselves. This is the price 
one has to pay in a male-id-

OOr̂. f. ii- •Tfr• i» Í-* —



,0 HELLO SISTERS...All I oan say is the only to sol̂ vethis puzzle is to start with .a pencil • SERIOUSLY , gai you 
crotta^do is start with the word I*ve given you, find the
word tLt connects to it and the rest tlike a chain» if it*s in knots, go to another uon t
give up!! Use a scratch piece of paper and practice ^ ^  
word connections until you find the right ones.  ̂ ^
absolutely CAN’T get it solved’then call me for 
tion*. 353-2089 in Los Gatos o Good Luck Wimmin.



2 letters 
MS
3 letters
ERA*
EVE
FEM
GAYGPU*
NOW*OUT
SHE‘TIT
WAR
^ letters
DYKE
EASY
ISIS
LEFT
LOVE
NORM
RITA
5 letters
BITCH 
BUTCH 
NYMPH 
QUEER 
RAPED 
TRUST 
WOMYN •
6 letters
AGEIST
AMAZON
CLOSET
CREATE
FEMALE
LOVERS

MOLEST 
MOTHER 
ORGASM 
RACIST 
SADIST 
SAPPHO 
UTERUS
7 letters
NEGLECT 
RADICAL
8 letters
FEMINIST 
GAYPRIDE 
OUTRAGED 
POLITICS 
STRENGTH 
STRUGGLE 
TOGETHER
10 letters
DEPRESSION 
LIBERATION 
MONOGOMOUS 
OPPRESSION 
•POLYGAMOUS 
SISTERHOOD 
SEPARATIST 
WOMYWBCNTR*
11 letters
ANITA/BRYANT
EQUAL/RIGHTS
13 letters
LESBIANNATION
NONMONOGOMOJS
15 letters
THIRD/W ORLD/W OMEN

Staying In
I dreamed I dropped 
a ten dollar bill 
into your guitar case 
I dreamed I kissed you 
softlyon your forehead 
I don't think 
you can tell 
by my hands 
how they want 
to touch you 
I don't think 
you can tell 
by my arms 
how they want 
to encircle you 
But sometimes 
when my eyes 
are out of control 
I'm afraid 
they might tell 
how I 
love you.

Jade

Tribal
A Womyn*s world here
The sound of drums _ - -
and forestsThe smell of ancient rivers 
cleansing 
brown earth 
we gather.



entified societyo Whatever 
we are, short, fat, tall, 
skinny, black, white’, brown, 
yellow, female, or gay, we 
will always fall short in 
this society of what it means 
to be "ultimately" accept
able in such areas as pop
ularity, attractiveness, suc
cess, etCo

— Alesia Panajota

gay rights coalition
The Santa Cruz Gay Rights Co
alition is a union of lesbians 
and gay men that arose out of 
our common struggle for human 
rights. In June, 19771 resolution endorsing state & 
Federal gay rights legislation 
(AB 1302 and HR 2998) was 
passed by the Santa Cruz Co. 
Board of Supervisors,
Our future concerns are two
fold! 1) to establish a com
munication network to coordinate and disseminate infor
mation throughout the gay 
community} and 2) to make our
selves and issues of concern 
to gay people known to the 
public.
Our goals involve political, 
educational, and cultural ac
tions 1♦In politics, to work for 
enactment of legislation

bannir^ discrimation against 
gays in housing, employment, 
and public accommodation; 
on local, state, and national 
levels,
♦In education, to counter

act misinformation and ster
eotyping of lesbians and gay 
men by presenting educational 
programs to schools, churches, 
legislators, mental health 
professionals, and other ins
titutions and individuals.
♦In the community, to wxjrk 

for job se^gurity for all gay 
empl<
In addflljjll^^^p hope to provide forum for
the expr^^sUP^and enjoyment, 
of• gay culture.'The SCGRG 
can be reached through 
Community Switchboard, 
¿f26-LIFE.
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California I.W.Y. Conference

¡i XNaiA ^

(Ruby's note* The IWY Conference, stemming from needs ex
pressed ’during International Women's Year 1975f is a federally 
funded, government spor^ored event for the purpose of recom
mending Women's Programs to Congress and the President» In 
June, open conferences were held in each state to elect dele
gates and adopt resolutions to'be.sent to the national con
vention in November. Suzanne Paizas and Gloria Woody of Santa 
Cruz are among the delegates on the California slate; they should be informed of any needs this community wants expressed.
. The following article was written and researched by T ^  Lesbian
News Staff.)

The International Women's Year California State Meeti^ held/v 
June 16-19 at the University of Southern Calif, was a 
cut victory ̂ for the rights of women. The "ora^e slate 
101 delegates which included 13 up front Lesbians^won handily 
on Saturday, and approximately ^5 resolutions of feminist 
concerns were adopted on Sunday. Calif will be well repre
sented in Houston at the national meeti^ m  November.The crisis appeal which began around June ?th to gay and 

7 Straight sisters and brothers everywhere worked wonders.
Around 9.000 people registered «ith feminist forces out-num- 
beri^ Bryant and Sohlafley (of Stop ERA) forces perhaps 8-1. 
The ^tioipated blitz by thousandstheir husbands did not materialize quite as expected.■Don t 
be lulled by numbers, however, as things were never very

The IWY organizers had a rough time processing so i^ny oeople (they ^2d anticipated about' 6.000) and i ^ o r m i ^  them 
of important rules as well as the methods and times of voting deSgttL and resolutions. Two-hour «aits in registration 
liLs then one hour in voting lines, tried people to their 
iiTnits and also limited the numbers able to participate in 
workshops where resolutions were being composed and voted on. 
Tlesbian oauLs established headquarters in one room dpring 
the I workshoriays and did its best to guide several 
dred core women and some Gay men in strategy as well as keep->



r
14 w y
them informed about the latest happenings. Runners kept the 
group posted on where people were neededo Friday evening 
half the room successfully was called upon to defeat an 
abortion resolutionc But some workshops were confusing, loû dV ' 
complicated situations which nearly boiled over because there 
was no clear rule governing whether or not very late comers 
could vote. Several general topic workshops targeted by 
Bryant and Schlafley women turned into hornet's nest^ because 
of this 0

It se.emed that there were few, if any, middle of the read
ers at these workshops. There were two sides, each wanting 
their resolution passed. Perhaps at calmer workshops some 
debate of issues and education did take place. At any 
rate, the strategies worked, and very few conservative re
solutions made it to the general session on Sunday where 'the 
workshops* resolutions were amended, then voted on by the 
3-^ thousand who came that day. Feminists again outnumbered 
the conservatives, but it was not easy going. .

This last session was three hours of tension, frustra:bib'n - 
and finally, celebration. Endless points of order, poinfe of 
information, amendments, motions, disruptions and delay tac
tics were a parliamentary procedural hell. Struggling against 
time, k-5 resolutions were passed one by one, with the remain
ing 4o or^so favorable ones lumped together and passed in one 
fell swoop only 10-15 minutes before time ran (3|*t.

Resolutions were adopted in favor of the Equal Riglits 
Amendment, women having control over their own bodies (abor
tion and birth control)» redefining rape, decriminalizing 
prostitution, and the government funding of 24-hr day caxe 
centers as well as shelters and services for battered women. 
These are just a sampling. Also, resolutions were passed or 
amended to support and recognize the needs of Chicanas,
Native Americans, Blacks, disabled women, older women, minors 
and other minorities. ^
Under Lesbianism, it*was resolved thati

1, Sexual or affectional preference not be a criteria for 
dealing with teachers.2. Laws be passed to prohibit discrimination in employment, 
licensing, housing and education at state and federal levels.



,_ ^

3, "Sexual Preference" be added to the Civil Rights Acti 15 • 
if. Government should pay wages for housework to all women.
5 , Government funds should be allocated to National Lesbian 
Mothers Defense Funds and to a disabled parent's defense
o'irLaws restricting private sexual behavior between consent-
ins adults reP6S-l6d, n j +7. Sex and/or^affectional. preferences of parents should not
be admissable in cases of child custody, adoption, etc.The above are not all the areas, covered, though it seems 
that treatment by the military and the Immigration Service
'^^It^was^good^-to see that lesbians were very well represented 
at the entire event and were vital to the success of •Unity with straight feminist sisters and gay brothers did pay 
and resulted in defeat for Bryant and Schlafley s friends. 
Let's hope that more states succeed, so that our efforts are
rewarded nationally.

I still get scared 
on this ledge 
when you push me 
I think I'm falling 
then I leap 
regaining balance 
into myself.

r— Joy
Coming Out » -
Coming out of my fear of knowing you 
I come to know myself 
I watch you 
You cryAnd we grow strong and brown together 
I watch your handsThey remind me of a womon who lived long ago 
in forests A
breaking wood. — Joy
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The Gay Rights issue' has brought many of us together for the 
first time. Others of us have experienced a grov^ing sense of 
trust and closeness as we have helped ourselves feel strong 
enough to appear in the Gay Pride Parade, circulate the 
support statement downtown, approach the Board of Supervisorss. 
and the Sentinel with our demands, and create on-going work 
groups. I believe that there is much more happening within 
us than is exemplified'^n _these actions, however. We have been 
made aware of our lesbianism in a new way--both in regard to Dade County and the attention we're getting in this coirimunity; 
We are going through some changes. A small group of women 
would like to create an opportunity for Santa Cruz County 
lesbians to come together, possibly for a week-end, to share - 
in workshops on whatever can further our understanding of 
ourselves and each other. The work of thejpast two months 
has centered around the task of our bein^Pmderstood by others- 
and with very good purpose. It is ®,lso important for us to 
come together to spend attention on understanding us and 
presenting ourselves to ourselves. The Lesbian Co-Exploration 
can be such a focus of our energies. There have been no 
planning sessions deciding what will be covered, where or when 
it will be, if it will include over-night accomodations,
-what we might serve at a giant barbeque, or anything you 
might have input about. New women are very important in this 
planning effort. There are many different needs to speak 
,tOo If you cannot commit yourself to working regul*fe.rly on 
this come to one ga|jhering of the planning committee and 
tell us what you'd like to have happen. Or write your sug- 
gestion to us care of Rubyfruit, For information on the first 
planning session call me at 423-9192. There is a beautiful 
sense of unity growing among us. We inust care for it by 
caring f9r ourselves. — Donna Zavadar>)



Book Review:
WOMAN ON THE EDGE-----

I*ve been planning for several 
months to write a hook review 
of Marge Piercy*s Woman on 
the Edffie of Time, hut haven't 
because I didn't want to get 
into saying what it’s about.
I hate it when somebody tells 
me what a book is about be
fore I’ve read it, or when 
they analyze it to death so 
that I’m not even free to draw 
my own conclusions about it.
So finally I decided to write 
something short, vague, and 
intriguing about this book.
So here it isi
Woman on Edge of Time is 
one of the best,, most enter
taining» and most important 
books I’ve ever read, but it 
takes reading it to find out 
why I think so, or if you 
agree with me. I encourage 
everyone to read it and draw 
her own conclusions. It’s av
ailable in paperback at 
MotherRight.

Love, brend^(typist’s note I I ’ve read it 
twice I It’s great!!!)

11- 6 .

538 Seabright Ave. 
Santa C ru z,Ca.95062 

4 2 6 - 1 3 1 7

You’re leaving me 
slowly the way the moon moves across the heavens
You're leaving me 
rhythmically 
the way waves 
pound into sand
You're leaving me 
softlythe way your hand 
moves across my belly
I'm watching you 
silently
the way a rabbit freezes in fear.

Jade

A f
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0The Women’s Communication 

Coalition presents the First 
Annual Viest Coast Women’s Vid
eo Festival in Novemher, This 
is a celebration of women—  
how we laugh and cry, v/hat we 
hope and dream, our visions, 
our inconsistencies, our 
stregths, our struggles. The 
coalition encourages all wo- . 
men to submit their tsmes. 
Please submit i" or-3/^" 
video tapes. Color tapes will 
be accepted, but all viewing 
will be in black and white.
Do not send master* tapes, and 
do insure them. Mail all tapes 
in a lead pouch clearly 
marked DO NOT X-RAY. Women 
whose.tapes have been selected 
will be notified by Oct 1st. 
All tapes.:wi 11 be returned. 
Submit by Aug. 15. 1977 toi Robin Citrin, I69 Purdue Ave 
Berkeley, Ca. 9^708

dyke 
cuts

by Catherine
call for ©
appointment 427 -3776
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NUNS
IN
SUPPORT

The Gay Rights National '
Lobby (GRNL) has announced; 
that the National Coalition 
of American Nuns have offered 
their support toward the pas
sage of HR 2998, the federalT 
gay rights bill. The National 
Coalition of American Nuns 
is an organization of 1800 
Roman Catholic Sisters thru • 
out the U.S..dedicated to 
studying, working and speak
ing out.on issues related to human rights and social jus- . 
tice. Sr. Judith Schloegel, 
CSJ, President of the organ
ization, has urged all NGAN 
members to write to their 
congresspersons in support 
of HR 2998.— info from The Lesbian News
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